Generation of platform human embryonic stem cell lines that allow efficient targeting at a predetermined genomic location.
Bacteriophage recombinases can target specific loci in human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) at high efficiency, allowing for long-term expression of transgenes. In the present work, we describe a retargeting system where we used phiC31 integrase to target a plasmid to a pseudo-attP site in the cellular genome. The integration site was mapped and the chromosomal location evaluated for potential to be transcriptionally active in differentiated cells. The target plasmid, thus inserted, carried a wild-type R4 attB site that acts as a target for further integration of expression constructs. We engineered 2 hESC lines, BG01V and H9, to contain the target and showed that genetic elements such as promoter-reporter pairs can be inserted at the target efficiently and specifically. The retargeting construct has been adapted for complex element assembly using Multisite Gateway technology. Retargeted clones show sustained expression and appropriate regulation of the transgenes over long-term culture, upon random differentiation, and directed induction into neural lineages. The system described here represents a method to rapidly assemble complex plasmid-based assay systems, controllably insert them into the hESC genome, and have them actively express in undifferentiated as well as in differentiated cells.